The pathogenic fungus Sclerotinia sclerotiorum infects over 600 species of plant. It is 16 present in numerous environments throughout the world and causes significant damage to 17 many agricultural crops. Fragmentation and lack of gene flow between populations may 18 lead to population sub-structure. Within discrete recombining populations, positive 19 selection may lead to a 'selective sweep'. This is characterised by an increase in 20 frequency of a favourable allele leading to reduction in genotypic diversity in a localised 21 genomic region due to the phenomenon of genetic hitchhiking. 22
Introduction 42
Spread of a favourable allele through a population due to positive selective pressure is 43 known as a selective sweep. The increase in frequency of a single favourable allele toward 44 fixation is known as a hard selective sweep. On the other hand, the increase in frequency 45
Determination of polymorphism effects on coding sequences 241
The software package SNPEff version 4.3i (52) was used with default settings to 242 determine what coding sequences were affected by SNPs in the filtered VCF from the 243 previous section 'Variant calling and quality filtering'. The GFF3 file containing reference 244 coding sequences considered in this analysis was downloaded from NCBI (Bioproject 245 number: PRJNA348385). The SNP classifications obtained from this analysis were 'LOW', 246
'MODERATE' and 'HIGH'. These correspond to synonymous mutations with a theoretically 247 lower effect on coding sequences, non-synonymous mutations that may change amino 248 acid sequence without causing major disruption of protein function and highly disruptive 249 non-synonymous mutations that cause alterations such as frame shifts or premature stop 250
codons. 251
To identify possible sites of transposon insertions into genes, RetroSeq version 1.41 (53) 252 was used with default settings. Read mappings in BAM format from the previous section 253 'Mapping of Illumina reads to the reference genome' were supplied to RetroSeq with theRepet repeat annotation previously generated by Derbyshire et al. (23) . To identify genes 255 that were not present in an isolate, the same BAM files and GFF3 file were used to identify 256 genes that did not exhibit any read coverage. Together, genes containing transposon 257 insertions or lacking read coverage were added to the list of genes with 'high' impact 258
polymorphisms. 259

Re-analysis of published RNASeq data 260
To determine whether genes associated with selective sweeps exhibited expression 261 profiles consistent with a role in plant infection, an RNA sequencing time course was 262 analysed. The RNA sequencing (RNASeq) data used in this study have been published 263 previously (23, 54) . In Derbyshire et al. (23) , these data were analysed in relation to the 264 version two gene sequences for S. sclerotiorum, though only expression data for predicted 265 effectors were presented. In the current study the R Bioconductor package 'edgeR' version 266 3.12.1 (55) was used to re-analyse the RNASeq data and determine significant changes in 267 transcript abundance in planta relative to during growth on PDA. The samples included in 268 the dataset (as per the previous publications) were PDA, one, three, six, 12, 24 and 48 269 hours post inoculation (HPI). Samples were replicated three times and the isolate was the 270 reference isolate, 1980. 271 Reads were first mapped to the reference genome using TopHat version 2.1.0 (56) . The 272 reference gene regions were converted from GFF3 to GTF format using the TopHat utility 273 script 'gffread' and specified to TopHat. Then, the function 'featureCounts' from the R 274
Bioconductor package 'Rsubread' version 1.20.6 was used to generate a feature counts 275 table for each of the gene sequences in the reference genome set based on the GTF 276 feature file and the BAM file. The settings for this function were 'isGTFAnnotation=TRUE', 277 'requireBothEndsMapped=TRUE', 'GTF.featureType="mRNA"', 278 'GTF.attrType="gene_name"' and 'isPairedEnd=TRUE'. The function 'DGEList' from 279 edgeR was used to create a differential gene expression list. Counts per million werederived from raw counts using the function 'cpm' from edgeR. Genes were excluded from 281 the dataset if they exhibited less than a total of three counts per million across all 282
replicates. 283
Next, the functions 'calcNormFactors' and 'estimateDisp' from edgeR were used to 284 calculate normalisation factors and estimate dispersion, respectively. A generalised linear 285 model (GLM) was then fit using the function 'glmFit' from edgeR. The experimental design 286 considered the in vitro samples as the reference set and each timepoint was considered 287 relative to during growth in vitro. Likelihood ratio tests were used to test each time point 288 against the reference set using the function 'glmLRT' from edgeR. The P values from 289 these tests were then adjusted using the Benjamini Hochberg correction (57) for multiple 290 testing with the R core function 'p.adjust' and the setting 'method="BH"'. Genes were 291 considered significantly differentially expressed in planta relative to in vitro if they had a p 292 adjusted value of below 0.05. 293
Modelling of demographic history of Sclerotinia sclerotiorum samples 294
Dadi version 1.7.0 (58) was used to model demographic history of two S. sclerotiorum 295 samples representing two genotypic groups referred to as 'population 1' and 'population 2' 296 henceforth. These groups were decided on based on the ADMIXTURE, PCA and 297 neighbor-net trees described in a previous section. Population 1 consisted of 11 isolates 298 from Europe and North America and population 2 consisted of five isolates from Australia 299 and one isolate from Morocco. 300
Before conducting the analysis, VCF files were filtered to remove SNPs with effects on 301 coding sequences (identified using SNPEff) using negative regex expression searches 302 with 'grep'. The filtered files were then polarised using information from a VCF file, 303 produced using the GATK module 'HaplotypeCaller' with the setting '-emiRefConfidence 304 ALL', that contains variants called between S. sclerotiorum and the isolate SsChi, which 305 fell within the clade containing S. minor from the interspecies phylogeny detailed in the 306 section 'HSP60 phylogeny to assign isolates to the species Sclerotinia sclerotiorum'. 307
The Python script 'easySFS.py' (available at the time of writing at 308 https://github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS) was then used to convert each VCF into a site 309 frequency spectrum (SFS) formatted file, as specified by Dadi. Then, the four single 310 population models in the Dadi built-in functions 'bottlegrowth', 'growth', 'two_epoch' and 311 'three_epoch' were each optimised using the 'optimize_log' function for the SFS dataset. 312
The optimised parameters were then used as starting parameters and randomised 20 313 times using the 'perturb_params' function. The randomised parameters were then 314 reoptimised using the 'optimize_log' function. Results of the 20 optimisations based on the 315 perturbed parameters were assessed to determine convergence of parameter sets based 316 on SFS data. The model with the highest log likelihood was used to specify 10000 317 simulations in MS (59) . Theta was derived in each case from the optimised models 318 constructed using Dadi. With each simulation, the same number of samples as were in 319 each population were produced for downstream analyses. 320
Detection of selective sweeps 321
Both the real data in the population 1 and population 2 VCF files and the simulated SFS 322 data were scanned for selective sweeps using SweeD version 3.3.2 (5). For each 323 chromosome, the analysis was run separately on a grid size corresponding to positions 324 approximately 5 Kb apart. These analyses were run on all SNPs in the filtered VCF files 325 produced in the previous section 'Variant calling and quality filtering'. For the simulated 326 SFS data, SweeD was run for the same number of chromosomes as there were samples 327 for each population (population 1 = 11, population 2 = 6). Simulated chromosomes were 328 scanned on a grid of 800 points and were 4 Mb long. Thus, the MS data were also 329
analysed at approximately 5 Kb intervals. A total of 10000 MS simulations were analysed 330 and the maximum composite likelihood ratio (CLR) value for all combined simulations 331 muliplied by two was used as a threshold for detection of selective sweeps. To find genes 332 associated with these regions, Awk was used to generate a BED formatted file containing 333 coordinates 1 / alpha either side of each putative selective sweep. The calculation 1 / 334 alpha is used to obtain the extent of a selective sweep in Nielsen et al. (2005) , where 335 alpha is the strength of positive selection. The Bedtools module 'intersect' was then used 336 to determine which genes were within these regions. 337
For each population, Tajima's D was calculated across a 5 Kb sliding window using the R 338 package 'PopGenome' version 2.2.4. Fixation index (F ST ) between populations was also 339 calculated across a 5 Kb sliding window using this package. Both of these statistics were 340 calculated for each chromosome individually. Both Tajima's D and F ST were also 341 calculated for all selective sweeps individually and for the whole genome. 342
In addition to the CLR test, an F ST outlier test was also performed to detect regions of 343 abnormally high fixation between the two populations. To do this, 1000 random genomic 344 segments of equal size to the selective sweeps identified using the CLR method were 345 generated. SNPs present in each of these random genomic segments were retrieved from 346 the previously generated VCF file using the GATK module 'SelectVariants'. For all of these 347 random segments, F ST was again calculated using the R package PopGenome. Where a 348 detected selective sweep exhibited an F ST value in the upper 95 th percentile of the F ST 349 values from the randomisations, it was classed as having a significantly high F ST . 350
Analysis of genes overlapping selective sweeps 351
Candidate genes underlying selective sweeps were identified using the coordinates of the 352 selective sweeps and information on SNP impacts on coding sequences, transposon 353 insertions and potential gene deletions. Genes that exhibited non-synonymous SNPs with 354 a minor allele frequency of less than 20 % were considered possible candidates. This is 355 because, if an allele were the cause of a selective sweep, it would be present in most 356 individuals in the population. The same logic was applied to major impact polymorphisms 357 including those identified by SNPEff and transposon insertions and gene deletions. In this 358 case, however, only genes in which the non-reference allele was present in more than 80 359 % of individuals were considered. This is because the reference gene model was assumed 360 to be the ancestral state, having been modified by the potentially major disruption of 361
function. 362
To test whether particular GO terms were overrepresented in genes with such 363 polymorphisms in selective sweeps, a GO term enrichment analysis was performed using 364 the R package 'topGO'. The gene uinverse consisted of all genes with one or more GO 365 functional annotations derived from the InterProScan analysis performed in Derbyshire et 366 al. (23) . The algorithm used in this test was the classic Fisher algorithm. The test for over-367 representation was also carried out for genes without major impact polymorphisms. 368
Results 370
Assignment of isolates to the species S. sclerotiorum 371
To confirm that fungal isolates indeed belonged to the species S. sclerotiorum, a 372 phylogenetic tree was built using previously published HSP60 gene sequences in 373 conjunction with sequences from de novo assemblies. Based on inference from this tree, 374 two originally selected isolates 'Ss45' and 'SsChi' were dropped from further analyses as 375 they appeared to lie outside the S. sclerotiorum clade. Ss45 was not in any known 376 Sclerotinia spp. clades whereas SsChi appeared to be in a clade with known S. minor 377 sequences (Supplementary Figure 1) . 378
Population substructure is associated with geography 379
Whole genome neighbor-net networks, and ADMIXTURE and principal component 380 analyses were used to test for population substructure among the 25 isolates and the 381 reference strain. The ADMIXTURE analysis showed that the value of K (number of 382 hypothetical ancestral populations) with the lowest cross validation error was two (crossvalidation error = 1.5571). This grouped isolates into two clusters, consisting of those from 384 The ADMIXTURE analysis was supported by a PCA, which showed that 17.9 % of 393 variance in genotypic data was explained by differences between isolates from Europe 394
and North America and isolates from Australia and Africa. The second principal 395 component explained 9.25 % of the variance and was associated with differences between 396 population clusters from Australia and Africa. Isolates in the ADMIXTURE population 397 cluster consisting of Ss44 from Morocco and the five Australian isolates grouped together 398 in the PCA (Figure 1b) . 399
The two neighbor-net phylogenetic networks constructed from SNPs and K-mers showed 400 a similar clustering of isolates, but suggested that Sssaf from South Africa was an outlier. 401
All European and North American isolates formed a single cluster in the network and the 402
Australian isolates and Ss44 from Morocco grouped together among the rest of the 403 isolates ( Figure 1c ). Based on these results, we defined two populations for the selective 404 sweep analyses. These were population 1, which consisted of isolates from North America 405 and Europe, and population 2, which contained Ss44 from Morocco and five of the 406 Australian isolates (Figure 1) . 407
To test whether the two populations exhibited evidence of recombination, linkage 408 disequilibrium (R 2 ) was calculated in 10 Kb sliding windows from each SNP in a 409 randomised set of 30 % of the total SNPs. This showed that both populations exhibited 410 Table  423 3). This model took the parameters NuB, NuF, T and probability of misidentification of the 424 ancestral allele (Pr(Ancestral misidentification)). NuB is the ratio of the population size 425 after the bottle neck to the population size before the bottleneck. NuF is the ratio of the 426 current population size to the population size before the bottleneck. T is the time in the 427 past at which the bottleneck occurred. The probability of ancestral misidentification is used 428 to control for errors in ancestral misidentification and create a better estimate for the other 429 Figure 4c-d) . 439
Non-overlapping sweeps appear in both populations 440
The CLR method first described by Nielsen et al. (4) To identify genes that might underlie selective sweeps, we performed a GO term 467 enrichment analysis. First, we performed the analysis on all genes that overlapped 468 selective sweeps from either population. This showed that the terms 'nucleic acid binding', 469
'DNA binding', 'intramolecular transferase activity' and 'RNA-DNA hybrid ribonuclease 470 activity' were over-represented among genes within selective sweeps (Figure 3a) . found that among genes in selective sweeps, there was a depletion of alleles of 479 intermediate frequency (Supplementary Figure 5) . For non-synonymous polymorphisms, 480 no distinction was made between the ancestral and derived state. However, for major 481 disruptions, the intact reference gene was considered the ancestral state. Both these 482 polymorphic genes and any genes overlapping selective sweeps were subjected to Gene 483
Ontology enrichment analyses. 484
We found that GO terms for regulatory biological processes such as "chromatin binding", 485
"O-methyltransferase activity", "regulation of transcription, DNA-templated", "gene 486 silencing", "RNA polymerase III transcription factor activity", "RNA-DNA hybridribonuclease activity" and "response to oxidative stress" had the highest -log(p) values in 488 the test for over-representation among genes with high frequency polymorphisms. Their P 489 values ranged from < 0.05 to 0.099. Among all genes, there were four significantly over-490
represented GO terms at an alpha of 0.05 (Figure 3b) . 491
Thus, genes with the GO term "RNA-DNA hybrid ribonuclease activity" were over-492 represented among all genes overlapping selective sweeps and those that exhibited high 493 frequency polymorphisms. Other GO terms over-represented in all genes overlapping 494 selective sweeps may also be involved in regulatory processes as they suggest binding of 495
DNA. 496
The two selective sweeps with the highest CLRs surround polymorphic regulatory 497
and signal transduction genes significantly up-regulated in planta 498
To further investigate selective sweeps in the two samples, the genomic contexts of those 499 with the highest CLRs were considered. The selective sweep with the highest CLR in the 500 population 1 was sweep 3 on chromosome 3, and it partially overlapped with a selective 501 sweep that occurred in the population 2 ( Figure 4a ). This selective sweep spanned 92,716 502 bp and exhibited a peak CLR of 93.92. Tajima's D was decreased in this region to -1.68, 503 as compared with the genome wide figure of -0.0014. F ST in this region was 0.80, which is 504 significantly higher than the genome wide figure of 0.47 ( Figure 2c ). There were 23 genes 505 that overlapped this region, four of which exhibited non-synonymous polymorphisms that 506
were present in at least 80 % of individuals. Two of these genes were significantly up-507 regulated from 24 hours post incolation during infection of B. napus. These included 508 sscle_03g024870 and sscle_03g025000, which had no predicted functional domains and a 509 methyl transferase domain, respectively (Figure 4c and e) . 510
The selective sweep with the highest CLR in population 2 was found at the end of 511 chromosome 4. It spanned 21,358 bp and exhibited a peak CLR of 63.70 ( Figure 4b) . It 512 exhibited a Tajima's D of -0.11, which was lower than the genome wide figure of 0.064. Itexhibited an F ST of 0.18, which was also lower than that of the whole genome. There were 514 only five genes overlapping this selective sweep, and all of them exhibited either high 515 frequency non-synonymous polymorphisms or major disruptions. One of these genes, 516 sscle_04g040280, was significantly up-regulated at one, three and six hours post 517 inoculation of B. napus. This gene contained a protein kinase domain (Figure 4d and f) . 518 519 Discussion 520
Clustering of isolates by geographical origin 521
Spatial clustering of isolates has been previously demonstrated with genotypic markers 522 such as multilocus haplotypes (MLHs). Carpenter et al. (61) showed that identical MLH 523 fingerprints were shared only between isolates from the same farms in New Zealand. Haplotypes present in these populations appeared to be exclusive to particular climates, 534 suggesting environmental adaptation. In a further study, Malvárez et al. (65) showed 535 divergence of a Californian population of S. sclerotiorum from the previously described 536
North American populations. And, in a more recent study by Clarkson et al. (28) , it was 537 found that MLHs were not shared between isolates from the UK, Norway and Australia, 538 possibly suggesting that these isolates belong to distinct populations.
In this study, we show that isolates from various geographically distant North American 540
and European regions form a distinct genotypic cluster (referred to as population 1). The 541 isolates from Australia, South Africa and Morocco formed several distinct clusters that 542 were separate from the North American and European cluster. One of these clusters 543 contained five isolates from Australia and one from Morocco (referred to as population 2). 544
This clustering may suggest adaptation of particular populations of S. sclerotiorum to 545 different climates, as was suggested by Carbone et al. (64) . Although the various North 546 American and European climates from which isolates in population 1 were sampled are 547 quite different, they all exhibit a break in the season due to a cold or freezing winter and 548 lack of an extensive period of drought (Köppen climate classifiers Cfb and Dfb). This 549 contrasts the climates from which population 2 isolates were sampled, which are 550 characterised by a break in season due to a hot summer with a significant dry period 551
(Köppen climate classifiers Csa and Csb). Fragmentation of the ancestral population into 552
these two populations may have occurred during the last glacial maximum, although this is 553 purely speculation. To identify commonalities between populations from similar climates at 554 the whole genome scale, a further study with more geographically diverse isolates from 555 similar climates is required. 556
Linkage disequilibrium decay indicates low levels of outcrossing in population 557
clusters 558 S. sclerotiorum is homothallic, and therefore contains both mating types necessary for 559 successful crossing. It is likely that this favours selfing of the fungus in natural populations, 560 which would lead to extensive clonality. The extent to which outcrossing occurs in nature is 561 unclear, but it has been demonstrated to occur under laboratory conditions. Carbone & 562
Kohn (64) suggested that recombination in contemporary populations of S. sclerotiorum is 563 infrequent. This is substantiated by numerous studies in which the same clones have been 564 isolated in successive years, and others in which populations were shown to be composedpredominantly of frequently occurring clones. Other studies have suggested that 566 recombination may be more frequent in populations of S. sclerotiorum. For example, 567
Attanayake et al. (60) suggested that linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay in seven genotypic 568 groups of S. sclerotiorum from diverse geographical regions may be evidence of extensive 569
outcrossing. 570
In the current study, LD decay in two genotypic clusters suggested some outcrossing 571 between clones. In population 1, which contained five isolates from various parts of 572 Canada, one from the United States and five from France, LD (measured as R 2 ) decayed 573 to half its maximum value of 0.52 within 60 Kb. By 150 Kb, LD had decayed to lower than 574 0.2. This decay rate is slower than in the selfing plant pathogenic fungus M. lychnidis 575 dioicae, in which LD was shown to decay to below 0.2 within 67 Kb (21). This is also 576 slower than the selfing plant Arabidopsis thaliana, which exhibits linkage disequilibrium 577 decay to below 0.2 within 50 Kb (66). Population 2, which included five individuals from 578 Australia and one from Morocco, also exhibited LD decay. However, LD decay in this 579 population was even slower than in population 1, reaching half its maximal value at 410 580 Kb. LD in this population did not decay below 0.3, indicating its alleles were not in 581 complete linkage equilibrium. 582
Both of these populations thus exhibit evidence of outcrossing and meiotic exchange of 583 genetic material due to decay of LD with genomic distance. However, slow decay in both 584 populations and moderate levels of linkage disequilibrium in population 2 suggests that 585 both sexual and clonal reproduction are prevalent in these populations. The rate of LD 586 decay is expected to increase with time in a sexually reproducing population, dependent 587 on the rate of recombination. The propagation of clonal lineages within a population 588 essentially increases the time between sexual generations for any given individual. 589 Therefore, population 2 could exhibit more clonal reproduction than population 1 or it could 590 be a younger population. As agriculture is a recent enterprise in Australia, populations of 591 populations from North America or Europe. 593
Selective sweeps may be evidence of differential selective pressure in two 594 populations 595
In both populations there was some evidence of outcrossing and meiotic exchange of 596 alleles. Although the samples were likely not drawn from completely panmictic populations, 597 they at least partially met the assumptions of selective sweep scans due to the observed 598 LD decay. To conduct selective sweep scans, we used the method developed by Nielsen 599 et al. (4), which is reasonably robust against assumptions of both underlying demography 600 and recombination rate. We also fit demographic models to the allele frequency data to 601 further control for false signatures of selection. However, discrepancies in parameter 602
estimates for the best fitting models after randomisation and re-optimisation would indicate 603 lack of complete convergence. Despite doubling the highest CLR values from the 10000 604 simulations, we cannot be completely confident in the appropriate threshold CLR for false 605 discovery of selective sweeps in these populations of S. sclerotiorum. The selective 606 sweeps detected in this study should thus serve as a preliminary dataset and may be 607 expanded upon more thoroughly with a larger sample of carefully chosen non-clonal 608 isolates from the same populations. 609
Interestingly, only one selective sweep appeared in both populations and the rest were in 610 distinct genomic regions. This may suggest that different adaptive alleles have spread in 611 these populations, either ancestrally or due to recent selective pressures. If recombination 612 rate is low within populations, mutation rate of advantageous alleles would also need to be 613 low detect signatures of hard selective sweeps as were identified in the current study. 614
Alternatively, sampling bias due to the relatively small sample sizes may have caused 615 detection of hard sweeps at softly swept loci. Where an allele exhibits multiple unusuallyfrequent haplotypes in a population due to multiple mutations, we may have coincidentally 617 sampled individuals with a single one of these haplotypes. 618
The different sweeps appeared to be commonly associated with genes involved in 619 processes such as transcriptional or epigenetic regulation, signal transduction and 620 endonucleolytic cleavage. There has been an ongoing debate over the importance of 621 transcription factor evolution in gene regulatory networks. In the past, many favoured the 622 hypothesis that cis-regulatory modules are the primary drivers of evolutionary changes in 623 gene expression (67) . This is because cis-regulatory modules affect the expression of 624 specific genes whereas transcription factors, which bind these modules, often have 625 numerous targets. Changes in transcription factor sequences are thus more likely to be 626 pleiotropic and potentially deleterious (68) . However, numerous studies have identified 627
ways in which transcription factors may be able to compartmentalise functions and thus 628 undergo non-synonymous changes without necessarily causing a pleiotropic phenotype. 629
Besides cis-regulatory modules, transcription factors often bind multiple different proteins 630 in a modular fashion. Changes in binding affinity for a single protein could lead to more 631 subtle changes in transcription, which might be selected for if they confer fitness 632 advantages. Transcription factors may also undergo alternative splicing, which would 633 again allow for compartmentalisation of function. Particular isoforms may be expressed at 634 particular times and bind particular proteins or cis-regulatory modules (68) . 635
Several studies of selective sweeps have given further support for transcription factors as 636 key players in adaptation. In humans, transcription factors involved in processes such as 637 speech and oligodendrocyte myelination have shown evidence of recent positive selection 638 (69, 70) . In the malaria parasite Plasmodium vivax a strong selective sweep encoding a 639 transcription factor was identified. It was suggested that this transcription factor was 640 involved in development of tolerance to antimalarials (71) . A further three transcription 641 factors have been identified in D. melanogaster, that are associated with strong selective 642 sweeps (72) . 643
Further supporting the hypothesis that gene regulation is an important driver of adaptation, 644 a polymorphic methyltransferase domain-containing gene was associated with the 645 strongest selective sweep in the population 1. This gene was significantly up-regulated 646 during infection of Brassica napus at 24 hours post inoculation and it also contained DNA 647 binding domains (data not shown). Methylation of DNA and histone proteins are important 648 regulators of gene expression (73) . Several studies have also identified DNA and histone 649 methyltransferases associated with selective sweeps in diverse organisms such as 650 chicken, butterfly and the malaria parasite (71, 74, 75) . Although these studies do not 651 highlight the importance of the methyltransferases they describe -they are, in all three 652 cases, in the supplementary material -it is possible that such genes are subjected positive 653 seletive pressure throughout diverse species. However, without a uniform method of 654 identifying selective sweeps and the genomic loci they affect applied across all species, it 655 is only possible to speculate. 656
Conclusion 657
In this study, we show genotypic clustering of isolates of S. sclerotiorum from diverse 658 geographical regions. Climate of origin of isolates hinted at the possibility of population 659 range being dictated by environment. Within two populations, which consisted of 660 representatives from North America and Europe, and from Australia and Morocco, there 661 was evidence of distinct selective sweeps. These selective sweeps may be associated 662 with transcriptional regulation, an observation that has some parallels in previous scans for 663 selective sweeps in other species. are plotted on the x and y axes, respectively. The points are coloured according to region 687 from which isolates were sampled. The two populations, population 1 and population 2, 688 are circled in blue and red circles, respectively. (c) Left: Neighbor-net phylogenetic network 689 built using splitstree with a SNP-based genetic distance matrix generated with Andi. Right: 690
The same as for the left panel but using the mash distance matrix produced by Mash. In 691 both plots, isolates are coloured (and labelled) according to the country from which they 692 were collected. The two populations, population 1 and population 2, are circled with blue 693 and red circles, respectively. 694 
